
Story of the Immune System Name Per.  
Character in Story a. Function in Story b. Part in Immune Response c. Function in Immune Response 

1. spiky intruders    

2. house & owners    

3. security 
company 

   

4. marking paint    

5. paint sprayers    

6. guards    

7. dog    

8. intruder’s spike    

9. dispatcher    

10. police    

 
Parts of the Immune Response – Use these to identify the characters in the story.  
� activated B cells 
� antibodies 
� antigen 

� host cell 
� cytotoxic T lymphocytes 
� helper T cells 

� macrophage 
� memory cells 
� plasma cells 
� pathogen 

 



The Story of the Immune System  
 

Once upon a time, there was a type of spiky intruder that liked to invade houses, live in them, and make 

the owners take care of it.  One day, the spiky intruder and its identical spiky siblings arrived at a neighborhood, 

and some broke into a house and started causing trouble.  A security company spotted the intruders and quickly 

called its paint sprayers to make sticky marking paint, then sent the paint sprayers and some guards to the 

neighborhood.   

The paint sprayers sprayed paint on the spiky intruders so they couldn’t move anymore, but one got 

away.  The neighborhood has dogs that were trained to recognize the sticky marking paint, and they ate the 

painted spiky intruders that were stuck to the ground.  The guard remembered what the intruders looked like 

and patrolled the neighborhood in case more showed up.  The spiky intruder that escaped was ready to break 

into another house. 

 This time was different though.  One of the dogs was able to deliver the intruder’s spike to the 

dispatcher at the neighborhood’s watch station in time.  The dispatcher called the security company and the 

police.  The security company quickly sent more paint sprayers with paint to mark and hold down the spiky 

intruder that got away, and any more of its identical siblings, so the dogs could eat them.  When the police got 

to the scene of the crime, the house was so infested with the intruders and in such a mess that the police had to 

blow it apart so it can be rebuilt later.  The police checked all the houses in the neighborhood to make sure that 

no more were infested.  Some of the police were hired as guards to patrol the neighborhood forever, 

remembering and waiting for that kind of spiky intruder.  However, there are always other kinds of intruders 

that the guards haven’t seen yet.  

 

Parts of the Immune Response – Use these to identify the characters in the story.  

� activated B cells 

� antibodies 

� antigen 

� host cell 

� cytotoxic T lymphocytes 

� helper T cells 

� memory cells 

� plasma cells 

� pathogen 

� phagocyte 

 


